It’s Fall!

It is the time of year when the leaves fall from the trees!
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Thanksgiving day  Turkeys' brown leaves are changing color. We are off on Thanksgiving day to hang out with family and friends, and of course we get to eat magnificent food. It is also very important to give thanks for the things we have. Our Thanksgiving drive was to help our families in need. Thank you to everyone who participated in that! Have the BEST Thanksgiving! From your friends the Alexander Star. - Haidy Mahmoud

Steinert Vs. Hamilton West football Game!  On Thanksgiving, the biggest high school football game in Hamilton is played; Steinert Vs. West! The game will be played by the two Varsity football teams and it will take place at Hamilton West this year. There will have to be maximum spirit to motivate everyone and of course the chanting of “Be Aggressive!” If you are going, I suggest you bring any kind of spirit to show football players and the Marching band how amazing they are. There will be lunches, baked goods, and others! That is the excitement going on around the district for November!  
-Christopher Jeannette

Pop it, Drop it!  Pop-its have become so popular worldwide, but you may not have noticed that they’ve dropped with a new ranking of 192 out of 1,000 because they are becoming less popular. People are buying them less, so they don't get a chance to rate them the 4.5 or 5 star ratings that they would usually get. Compared to October 2020, they have dropped a plummeting 824 and in 2020 they were climbing to almost full potential and this year they are toppling down. They have dropped in the past year all together 1,826 ratings!  
-Christopher Jeannette
Kindness corner  We introduced this story last month and you guys said you liked it. This month, we are going to discuss how we can care for our earth.....

- Plant a tree
- Volunteer for cleanups
- Use the three R's (reduce, reuse, and recycle)
- Shop wisely
- Use cloth bags to shop instead
- Reduce plastic – Haidy Mahmoud

World Kindness day  On November 13th, we celebrated World Kindness Day. Although it's not as popular as Week of Respect, it still is an important day to celebrate kindness, so be sure to use the golden rule – which is: treat people the way you want to be treated. A couple things you can do are:

- Make a friend a bracelet
- Cheer someone up if they are feeling down
- Make a new friend
- Simply just say Hi or give a smile – Haidy Mahmoud
World Peace Day

Another day we celebrated kindness was on November 14th, as we celebrated World Peace Day! We should celebrate peace day every day, but sometimes we just need a reminder and now that it is a worldwide day, we can remember it each year! – Joel Davila

Let’s Give Thanks!!!

Thanksgiving is all about being grateful! So when you get home be sure to say thank you to all of your family and friends, and be grateful for all that you have. You might not realize it but you have a lot to be grateful for. For example:

- Food
- Water
- Electronics
- Health
- Education
- Family

There are many more but those are what I feel are the most important, and be sure to remember that you are very lucky for all that you have. Have a great Thanksgiving!!!!!

-Natalia Trzuskot